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floral
color
wheel

Farmer-florist Andrea Gagnon
grows hundreds of blooms and
gathers them into painterly
bouquets inspired by classic
color theory.

Analogous

This loose hand-tied bouquet is typical
of what Andrea and her crew make for
farmers market customers. “It’s intuitive
design, done on the spot, honed after
many years selling flowers to market
customers,” she says. Asymmetrical and
gathered with twine, the bouquet is
Andrea’s take on analogous color (hues
that are adjacent to each other on the
classic color wheel). She has incorporated
two types of celosias, several types of
red, melon and hot-pink dahlias, and
African blue basil.
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Monochromatic
Photographed against the stone
exterior of the Gagnon residence,
this green-and-white-bouquet
reflects one of Andrea’s favorite
color schemes. It’s a botanical
twist on monochromatic, with
some of her favorite foliages:
baptisia, ferns, and scented
geranium. They are paired with
lime zinnias and celosias, white
dahlias, and a few young sprigs of
Queen Anne’s lace.

What happens when an

architect and a former Walt Disney Imagineer return to
the family farm to raise their children and establish a
new way of life on 10 acres of agricultural land?
If you’re Andrea and Lou Gagnon, even when you’re
farming, you can’t help but make art. Owners of
LynnVale Studios, the gifted couple has embraced
a new medium—flowers—while growing thousands
of stems to supply local and seasonal bouquets to
customers in the nation’s capital.
College sweethearts who both earned bachelor’s of
architecture degrees from Virginia Tech, Andrea and
Lou spent a decade working on the West Coast before
returning in 2002 to an acreage that Lou’s family
farmed for eight generations in Gainesville, Virginia,
about 30 miles west of Washington, D.C.
“For Lou’s childhood, it was a great place of
exploration, adventure, and freedom, and we both
wanted our children to have that experience, too,”
Andrea says. They purchased 10 acres from Lou’s
mother, who still owns and lives on 90 adjacent acres.
They designed and built a modern farmhouse. Lou
rediscovered his first love: painting. And Andrea

explored ways to produce an income from their acreage
while also raising two children. A winery was one
consideration; then she thought about cut flowers.
“We saw building a flower farm as a possibility—
one with an initially low investment, since we didn’t
have any large farm equipment,” she says. While Lou
pursued art, teaching, and design consultation, Andrea
planted her first seeds: cockscomb. She had never seen
the plant before but read about it in The Flower Farmer
by Lynn Byczynski, a 1990 book (updated in 2008) that
is considered the flower growers’ bible.
“I grew up with a mother who was very interested in
gardening, but it was mostly vegetables and herbs in
the 1970s, not flowers,” Andrea says. “I remember the
moment when those cockscomb flower heads started to
form and I brought one to Lou and said, ‘I can’t believe
I just grew this!’ It was just so fascinating.”
Captivated by the flowers she grew from seed,
Andrea gained further encouragement from farmers
market customers. “Taking my flowers to market and
having the experience of someone handing you cash
for something that you grew—well, I was hooked,” she
says. The immediate gratification that she felt planting a
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Magenta-Green
Complementary

Where red and green are traditionally considered complements (colors
across each other on the color wheel),
Andrea chooses magenta and green,
which she calls “optical opponents.”
This theory taught by Lou Gagnon to
his art students is the basis for a fieldfresh bouquet in magenta and lime,
featuring green zinnias, greenish-pink
Sedum ‘Autumn Joy’ flower heads,
Hydrangea paniculata ‘Limelight’,
celosias, ‘Purple Flame’ dahlias and
Queen Anne’s lace in bud.
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Yellow-Blue
Complementary

Warm and golden, the spectrum of
yellow performs in perfect contrast
to blue, represented here with
spikes of bluebeard (Caryopteris
incana). The bouquet includes
Benary’s giant zinnias (‘Oklahoma
White’ and ‘Oklahoma Golden
Yellow’), variegated peppermintscented pelargonium foliage, plus
apricot and lemon-yellow dahlias.

seed or bulb, tending to and then harvesting its flowers,
was unlike her past creative efforts. “We were used to
architectural contracts where we might never see what
we designed come to life,” she says.
Over the past 12 years, LynnVale Studios has gained
a reputation as a boutique specialty cut-flower source.
Andrea has grown and designed flowers used to honor
former First Lady Michelle Obama and to decorate
Congressional Wine Caucus receptions at the Library of
Congress, among many other VIP events.
The same flowers are available for local customers
who patronize three area farmers markets from March
through December. “We are fortunate to participate
in some of the area’s finest producer-only markets,” she
says. Urban D.C. farmers markets customers have the
assurance that the flowers and bouquets they purchase
come straight from LynnVale’s fields.
Demand for premium flowers continually motivates
Andrea and Lou to diversify their botanical lineup,
which had more than 100 varieties at recent count.
The farm’s Virginia-grown blooms are also marketed
to area florists and incorporated into LynnVale’s own
wedding and event floral commissions. Students who
take Andrea’s “Farmer Florist: Masters Workshop” each

summer are invited to play with the entire field of floral
elements for their bouquets and centerpieces.
The studio is housed inside a 1947 dairy barn once
home to Lou’s grandparents’ cows. Arched trusses
elevate the roofline, a beautiful rounded form that soars
high above the landscape. The loft once stored hay, but
Lou and Andrea ultimately envision the space as an
art education center. For now, they are satisfied to look
across the flower fields and enjoy the barn’s distinctive
silhouette as an iconic symbol of their heritage farm.
It’s fitting that LynnVale Studios is equal parts art
and agriculture, reflected in its mission statement:
“to cultivate creativity and the human spirit through
alternative agriculture and fine art.”
Indeed, having a strong design, art, and planning
background influences everything they do on the
Virginia farm, Andrea says. “Originally, I thought
more like an architect than a farmer. Over the years,
I’ve melded the two. My background included a great
education in problem-solving through design. Really
great wedding design is about coming up with an
interesting concept and developing the different designs
that might meet that concept. We have an incredible
toolbox in the garden to find what we need.”
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BOTANICAL
COLOR THEORY
Every schoolchild has
squeezed or swirled paint
onto paper and learned how
two primary colors can be
mixed together to create a
secondary color. They are
shown a color wheel to learn
how red is the complement
of green or yellow and
purple are complements of
each other.
But Lou Gagnon, an artist
who owns LynnVale Studios
in Gainesville, Virginia,
along with his wife, Andrea,
says there’s more to color
theory than what meets the
eye. He says that traditional
color theory, symbolized
by mixing paint pigments,
is entirely different than
“Opponent Color Theory,”
which explains how the
eye sees light as it reflects
against an object, such as
a petal or leaf. “When you
look at an arrangement of
flowers, all you’re seeing
is light,” he says. “Color
choice then becomes about
balancing that light rather
than mixing pigments.”
Inspired by Lou’s research
into the human brain’s
optical response to color,
Andrea loves pushing her
floral palettes beyond
convention. “Lou is an

expert in how the
brain perceives color,”
Andrea says. “There are a
handful of times throughout
the year when I’m really
struggling with a bouquet,
when I can’t figure out what
to add or take away and it’s
just not working. And that’s
when I ask him: ‘What do I
need here?’”
We asked Andrea to
design bouquets that reveal
traditional color theory.
If you are interested in
learning more about how
the eye responds to
color and light, visit
Lou’s web site
howartworks.com,
a teaching vehicle
for students and
artists. Take his
visual literacy
quiz and see
how you do!
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